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What are the implications of the Privacy Study Commission's recommendations?

What legislative developments have occurred? What can be expected? The

Academy Task Force report on risk classification. Fundamental principles

of classification. If experimentation in classification is prohibited, how

can modifications be justified? If it is feasible to do so, should we take

an amicus curiae position in risk classification court cases? Do the tra-

ditional state anti-discrimination laws need to be made more specific?

MR. RQNALD Eo TIMPE: A good starting point for today's discussions seemed

to be a review of the fundamental principles of risk classification as they

have been practiced in the past, and comments on recent influences affecting

these principles. I looked at Selection of Risks by Pearce Shepherd and
Andrew Webster and found a rather concise statement that risk classification

is based on the idea "that every insured should contribute his fair share

toward the risk involved - that only applicants who are exposed to comparable

degrees of risk should be placed in the same premium class",

This statement explains the risk classification process by describing the

end result - the grouping of insureds into homogeneous risk pools so there

is an equal expectation of claim which is commensurate with the premiums

being paid. This idea seems appropriate for a mutual company striving for

equity among its policyOwners and for a stock insurance company this seems

to be a practical and competitive approach.

The actual classification process usually has as its basis an underwriter's

worksheet On which debits and credits are noted, with a starting point that

the "standard risk" accepted by a company has the value of 100%. Debits

and credits are determined based on a review of the proposed insured's

occupation, avocation, health history, family history, current health find-

ings and habits and morals. The debits and credits are then totaled and

a risk classification results.

For many years, the general practice was to accept as a standard risk a

numerical rating from this process of up to 140%. At the older ages a

standard risk classification would require a numerical rating of 120% or

less. This illustrates that there is a broad classification of standard

risks. Insureds with numerical ratings in excess of the standard risk

classification are grouped into substandard classifications and charged

extra premiums.

The application of this risk classification process has remained unchanged

for many years except for modifications in the assignment of debits and

credits due to experience studies of impaired lives.

Basic ideas of risk classification have not changed, but influences in the

past few years have become intense. For many companies, the last five to

ten years have brought applications for significantly increased amounts of
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coverage, competitive pressures to reduce the cost of insursmce, increased

difficulty in gathering underwriting information, higher cost of underwriting

data and new relationships with agents, applicants and suppliers of under-

writing information. The basic principles of homogeneous groups of risks

will remain the foundation of private insurance but we are seeing changes

aS companies react to these influences. Many companies are broadening the

standard risk classification of the younger issue ages due to the cost and

difficulty of obtaining underwriting information. There seems to be a con-

trary trend because of the competitive pressures when large amounts of inSur-

ance are involved. Many companies are offering "select" or "superselect"

discounts on special policies of $I00,000 or more if the insured can provide

the necessary evidence of good health.

The legal environment in which the risk classification process exists is

changing. In the past, the situation for life insurance generally has been

that companies were prohibited from "unfair discrimination between individuals

in the same class and equal expectation of life in the rates charged for any

contract of life insurance or of life annuity or in the dividends or other

benefits payable thereon, or in any other terms and conditions of such con-

tract". As is often pointed out, the risk classification process involves

discrimination, where the word relates to the observation of differences

between or among individuals. It does not relate to the other definition

of discrimination which is to favor one person or group over another. The

laws allow discrimination but are intended to prevent unfair discrimination.

We have been interested in equity through valid discrimination and appropriate

risk classification. Under the laws, we have felt comfortable that we could

use equity rather than equality in risk classification.

The legal environment is changing and many states have considered statutes

which increase the burdens of insurers to justify the risk classification

process. A couple of examples of the changes occurring would be helpful.

There are laws prohibiting rating or rejection in life and health insurance

on account of sickle cell traits or hemoglobin C trait, blindness, deafness,

and sex or marital status. In other states, there are prohibitions on risk

classification "unless bona fide statistical differences in risk or exposure
have been suhstantiate_'.

MR. JOHN H. COOK: Not everyone in the insurance industry knows that there

waS a Federal Privacy Protection Study Commission. Not everyone knows that

the Study Commission issued a report last summer. Not everyone is going to

read the full report. But if you have any concern about privacy protection

(and you should have) read the first chapter. Then if you are at all im-

pressed with what you have read, look at Chapter 5 on the Insurance Relation-

ship. This is obviously the most significant single chapter affecting us.

In the environment of the Insurance Relationship the Commission identified

three public policy objectives. These were briefly, to minimize intrusive-

hess, to maximize fairness, and to create a legitimate enforceable expecta-

tion of confidentiality. To promote these three objectives the Commission

drafted 17 recommendations which, in their opinion, would also respect the

need for information and strengthen the relationship between the insured
and the insurer.

What is the background that brought these recommendations into being? What

is it that brought the Privacy Protection Study Commission into existence?
What is the issue that had to be resolved?
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One hundred years ago all American citizens enjoyed certain constitutional

rights. These rights _re referred to in the Declaration of Independence

as inalienable rights and among these are Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of

Happiness. Whether or not the right to privacy was guaranteed under the

Constitution was not clearly determined at that time. About 90 years ago

two young lawyers focused the spotlight on the question of common law in

relation to privacy. For the next 80 or more years, developments on privacy

protection continued at an evolutionary pace; but after the experiences of

the early 1970's, including Watergate, action shifted into high gear.

By this time we already had the Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act which

established certain requirements involving investigative consumer reports,

including disclosure requirements where adverse life insurance underwriting

decisions were influenced by information contained in these reports. Now

we acquired the Federal Privacy Act of 1974. That Act was limited in its

application to agencies of the Federal Government. Although private industry

was not specifically directed to comply with the requirements of the Privacy

Act of 1974, they were exempt subject to a specification in that Act that a

Commission be established to study the need for similar controls in the

private sector.

A Privacy Protection Study Commission was established in 1975. The Commis-

sion labored for two years in its investigation. It heard testimony from

over 300 witnesses. Included among those who testified are many from the

life insurance industry, including Chuck Walker of New England Life, Bob

Seiler of Allstate Life, Doug Murch of Prudential, Tom McDermott of Metro-

politan, Bill Creamer of New York Life and many others.

There is one aspect of privacy protection that I wish to bring to your

attention. Here we are concerned with two not necessarily compatible but

simultaneous objectives. Each objective is, of itself, desirable. The

unfortunate part is that they work at cross purposes with each other.

On the one hand there is the need to expedite the conduct of business. In

order to do this, it is necessary to assemble information. That informa-

tion consists of many elements. Some of these elements pertain to society

and masses of people. Others of these elements pertain to individuals. At

the same time that there is a need to expedite the conduct of business there

is the need to protect the individual in society from an undue invasion of

privacy.

In a totalitarian state this need to protect the individual would be ignored,

but ours is not a totalitarian state. It often happens that these two needs

are dramatically opposed. If we maximize the information available for the

conduct of business, we embarrass individuals with excessive exposure to

public scrutiny. If we maximize privacy rights we impair the judicious

conduct of business. Each member of society, by virtue of his dual role,

is a beneficiary of each of these opposing activities. As an object of

information gathering, each individual has a desire for personal privacy.

As a consumer of the benefits and services that derive from information

gathering, each individual has a stake in the development of that information.

Just to illustrate this conflict, a consumer entering into a contract must

reveal certain information about himself to satisfy the other contracting

party that the contract will prove beneficial. The extent of information

revealed should not exceed the reasonable need for information. There are
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situations where it has been judged that the need for informatiOn is valid

but the loss on the part of the cOnsumer_ due to public disclosure, is ex-

cessive. Such a judgment is obviously a matter of opinion and the opLnion

is very apt to be influenced by the perspective. The cQnsumer sees the

exposure to public scrutiny. The businessman sees the consequences of an

ill-advised decision. The conflict here is not about the relevancy of the

information but rather about the propriety of such information. There are

complexities that lie beneath the surface of the relevancy/propriety issue

in the insurance area. At this point let me merely report that the Privacy

Protection Study Commission took note of this element of conflict and

recorded as its first recom_aendation, involving the insurance relationship,

that there be mechanisms whereby individuals could question the propriety
of information collected.

I referred earlier to 17 recommendations. I have just now identified one

of them. I will not bore yOu with a recitation of the other 16. Let me

characterize the recommendations by saying that they are a blend of volun-

tary, state, and federal action. A high percentage of the objectives can

be achieved by voltmtary adoption within the insurance industry of most of

the recommendations.

In general, the Commission produced a thoughtful, comprehensive, and well-

written report. It proposes legislative action in some areas. What, if

anything, will happen depends on how poorly or how well the insurance industry

responds in a voluntary way to the report.

MR. ROBERT J. RANDALL: I intend to describe the Report of the American

Academy Task Force on Risk Classification. I should qualify my description

by pointing out that I have been critical in public statements and letters

of several aspects of the Report. I'ii defer those criticisms to my later

remarks and try to be objective in this description.

The Task Force was appointed in January, 1977, and comprised the following:

Michael J. Mahoney, F.S.A., Consulting Actuary

Milliman & Robertson, Inc.
Chairman

John P. Clark, F.S.A., Second Vice-President and Actuary

Paul Revere Life Insurance Company

William S. Gillam, F.C.A.S., Associate Actuary
Insurance Services Office

Barbara J. Lautzenheiser, F.S.A., Vice-President and Actuary
Bankers Life of Nebraska

W. James Mac Ginnitie, F.S.A., F.C.A.S., F.C.A., Vice-President

Tillinghast, NelsOn & Warren, Inc.

Ethel C. Rubin, A.S.A., Actuary, U. S. Civil Service CommissiOn

Richard M. StensOn, F.S.A., Vice-President and AssOciate Actuary

Equitable Life Assurance Society
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The Report was released to all members of the Academy and five sister actu-

arial organizations August 18, 1977, accompanied by a letter of strong en-

dorsement signed by the six presidents.

The Report consists of six parts:

i. Summary and recommendations, which I'ii discuss last.

2. The Legal Framework outlining laws, regulatiOns, and court
decisions.

3. Appendix A on Life Insurance.

4. Appendix B On Health Insurance.

5. Appendix C on Sex rating in Property and Casualty Insurance.

6. Appendix D on Geographical rating in Automobile Insurance.

The Legal Framework begins by describing state laws and regulations. All

states have laws at least as strong as the NAIC model Unfair Trade Practices

Act, which prohibits unfair discrimination between individuals of the same

class, or risk expectation. More recently, the Report states, some states

have gone beyond this general definition to outlaw use of specific criteria,

race, religion and national origin. Even more recently, bills have been

passed or introduced prohibiting or limiting criteria such as handicaps or

certain specified diseases. Residual risk plans for automobile insurance

also limit the classification process.

Federal agencies have suggested banning sex distinctions in insurance ratings.

Several cases are in the courts asking that sex distinctions in employee

benefit plans be outlawed. The Manhart case has since been decided by the

Supreme Court.

The appendix on life insurance discusses group and individual separately,

and also race, sex, and other criteria where government limitations may or

have been imposed. The general conclusions are that the results have been
or will be harmful.

Similar discussions are presented in the remaining three appendices. Let me

quote a few conclusions:

"The consequences of restriction are much more severe in individual

life insurance than...in group life insurance..."

"Inability to have separate rates by race has forced them Ecompanies

with largely black markets_ to have to use their higher mortality

black rate or face insolvency. This higher rate is non-competitive

in the white market and hence the growth of these companies has been

restricted to only black markets ."

"If higher (for females) unisex rates had to be used, it could once

again make individual life insurance too costly for these low income
women II
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"If age or sex...were not allowed as a rating parameter, groups

with..._ow costs_ would probably have to subsidize other groups.
This could cause these low cost groups to leave the market in

favor of government coverage or self-insurance."

"One obvious consequence of uniform statewide _automobile_ rates
would be that residents of lower rated territories would have to

pay increased premiums, and the differential would effectively

constitute a subsidy of the higher rated territory insureds. (Once

this is understood, the political appeal of uniform rates dimin-

ishes.) Another consequence would be that companies with dis-

proportionate shares of their business in lower rated territories

would be unable to compete in the higher rated territories, and

would seem to avoid business there. Those with concentrations of

business in the higher rated territories would have rates that

would be uncompetitive in the lower risk territories and would be

unable to maintain their market share in those territories. Their

experience would worsen_ necessitating even higher premiums, and

ultimately they would end up specializing in the higher risk terri-

tory, except that the number of competing insurers in eech terri-

tory would be reduced. Overall this could result in higher expense

levels because of failure to realize the economies of scale that

statewide operation permits."

To return to the summary and recommendations, I'Ii again quote from the Report.

"Therefore, on the basis of its analysis, the Task Force makes

the following recommendations:

I. That the Academy communicate to the Membership the level

and areas of restriction of classification already pre-

vailing, and that the principles of classification and

insurance are being challenged.

2. That the Academy establish a Task Force group to determine

the financial and actuarial implications and consequences

of restricting the classification prOcess. For practical

purposes the study might be limited to the more significant

classifications (race, sex, physical/mental impairments,

age, geographical location, etc.) and their effect on

pensions, life insurance, health insurance and automobile

insurance. (Illustrations of the consequences of restric-

tions on classification for life, health and property/casualty

insurance are attached in Appendices A through D).

3. That the Academy, as a professional body and without assuming

either an adversary or an advocacy position, establish a Task

Force to determine the best way to communicate to legisla-

tures, lawyers, jurists and the public at large, the conse-

quences of any effort to limit or prohibit the classification

process.

4. That the Academy establish a Task Force to initiate a study

(possibly funded by the Actuarial Research Fund) of those

classifications now being used, to substantiate or invalidate

their credibility."
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MR, COOK: There has been much legislation and regulation in recent years

affecting the life insurance industry and serving to restrict the risk

classification prOceSS. This is a concern to me because of the external

pressures that are limiting an underwriter in the exercise of his function.

At the same time, I have another concern. My other concern results from

pressures originating inside the life insurance industry. These pressures

are intended to protect the ability to underwrite but, in practice, they

service the opposite purpose.

Let me describe a few familiar scenes for you. I am sure you have all ob-

served these scenes before. I would like to remind you of them and I

would like to present my views of what I consider to be the key elements.

Have you ever observed a group of life insurance underwriters as they dis-

cuss the increasing problems they face? It is tough enough to be charged

with the responsibility of separating the select risk from the impaired

risk. There is always that gnawing fear - if I approve this million dollar

application today, am I going to have to defend a first year claim tomorrow?

But if I don't approve the case, I will have the Agency Vice-President on

my neck. The decision is not always an easy one to make.

Let us add another ingredient. The underwriter has made his decision and

he has classified the risk as Substandard at Table 8. The trouble is that

the characteristics of the case which influenced the underwriter in his

decision-making process have just been declared out-of-bounds by the Insur-

ance Department. The underwriters have been told they cannot rate an appli-

cant solely because of those Characteristics. The underwriters throw up

their hands in despair. They cry out, "Look at what they are doing to us'.

Just look at what they are doing to us'."

How does this sound when it reaches the ears of the legislators and regula-

tors? It sounds so self-serving and selfish. It is likely to antagonize

members of pressure groups who are trying to push through some type of re-

form. I do not deny that reforms that are proposed for the control of the

insurance industry do not always result in imprOvement. If we react to

these with, "Look at what they are doing to us", it sounds as though we

believe that society exists for the purpose of supporting the insurance

industry. In fact, if there is any justification for the existence of the

insurance industry, it is because we provide a service for society. If

proposed reform impairs that service, let us make that the point of our

complaint.

Let us take another look at the life insurance underwriter as he considers

a thirty year old male applicant. If the applicant is 5 feet 2 inches tall,

weighs 220 pounds and has a blood pressure reading of 150/100, the life

underwriter is likely to classify him as a high Substandard. If the appli-

cant also has an exophthalmic goiter, a loud rumbling diastolic heart mur-

mur and is suffering from an inoperable malignant brain tumor, the under-

writer may even decline to insure. It has been said that the objective of

the underwriter is to classify the risk so that each insured will be charged

a premium that is commensurate with his risk of loss. I disagree with that

statement. In fact, I maintain that such an objective is both socially
undesirable and actuarially unsound.

Life insurance underwriting involves decision-making in a field that is

characterized by uncertainty. The source of the uncertainty may be chance
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and it may be ignorance. It is the function of the underwriter, to the

extent possible, to eliminate the uncertainty that results from ignorance.

When an insurance applicant knows something about himself that the under-

writer does not know, there is exposure to anti-selection. When that knowl-

edge concerns something relevant to the risk of loss, the underwriter must

gain a position of at least equal knowledge or there will be anti-selection.

What I am saying here is consistent with the traditional statement of the

objective of underwriting. That objective was restated by AI Morton in his

paper, "Individual Life Insurance Underwriting Principles and Practices - A

1976 Review". That paper was discussed in a concurrent session at the annual

meeting of the Society of Actuaries in Boston last October. The statement

made by AI Morton was, "Life Insurance Underwriting is the process of risk

selection. Its objective is to insure that each person who buys life insurance

pays a premium appropriate for his individual estimated risk." The problem

lies in the interpretation of that remark by the insurance regulators and

by the legislators.

I could play devil's advocate and ask, "Why is it necessary that we properly

assess the risk? Why is it necessary that each applicant pay a premium ap-

propriate for his individual estimated risk? Why not charge all applicants

equally?" The trouble is that the stated objective is not an objective in

itself. The objective is not to collect from each insured a premium com-

mensurate with his risk of loss. There is nothing intrinsically wrong with

charging premiums based on equality instead of equity. Equality works for

social insurance and it works for group insurance. But it does not work

for personal insurance. The reason it does not work is because personal

insurance is optional. Whether or not to buy and how much to buy are options

of the individual. I believe it is the responsibility of the professionals

in the insurance industry to state loud and clear the real objective of life

insurance underwriting. To classify the risk is only a means to an end. The

objective is to avoid the financial chaos that would result from unrestricted

anti-selection. Unless and until we get this point across to the Insurance

Departments and to the state legislators, we run the risk of the destruction

of insurance as we know it today.

This brings me to my third point involving a serious threat of breakdown of

communications. One statement that I have heard too often from responsible

people in our industry is, "Pending legislation, if enacted, will result in

the destructiOn of the insurance industry." That sounds dramatic. If I were

to make that statement, I could be told - and I have been told - all I care

about is to protect my job. Who would be hurt if the insurance industry

were to be destroyed? I would be hurt because my job would be gone. Many

others would be hurt because their jobs would disappear. I could survive,

however, because I would devote my efforts to some other line of work. Others

in the industry would likewise look elsewhere. But this does not mean that

there would be no permanent damage if private insurance were to disappear.

The legislators write the laws by which we are governed. The law may seem

unfair but that does not make it unconstitutional. Legislation may require

that impaired risks be insured without any increase in premium. We could

complain about this and about what it would do to the cost of insurance. We

can even say that it will be the destruction of our industry. But this fails

to get the important message through. We must put it in terms that the legis-

lators will listen to. Their first concern is not about our industry. It is

the private citizen, the voter, who is their first concern. Those of us in
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the insurance industry who would speak about the impact of unreasonable

demands must point to the ultimate result and the ultimate victim. The

message we must convey is that destruction of equitable insurance will

deprive the citizen of his right to elect his own insurance program to
meet his individual needs.

I have another concern involving a breakdown of communications. Protection

of the right of privacy has brought with it a vast array of proposed legis-

lation. Some of this legislation would impose requirements that are stagger-

ing to think of and prohibitively expensive. The recordkeeping that could be

required is almost beyond imagination. A common reaction is to point to the

millions of dollars that it would cost the insurance industry to comply with

these requirements.

Let us look at those millions of dollars carefully. They represent an element

of expense. There are all kinds of expenses. In my own company, last year,

the sum of our insurance expenses and taxes, exclusive of Federal Income Tax,

amounted to more than $i.i billion. Whet are the three principal factors

affecting the cost of life insurance? A three-factor dividend formula takes

account of each one separately. In such a dividend system there is one por-

tion of the dividend attributable to interest. Another portion reflects

mortality and a third portion of the dividend is a contribution, positive or

negative, from expense margin. The excess of the charge made in the annual

premium to cover expenses of operation over the actual expenses incurred is

available for distribution as divisible surplus in the form of a dividend.

Any expense that is incurred in the administration of the business is ulti-

mately borne by the policyholder. Accordingly, any increase in cost of

operation is an increase in cost to the insurance buyer. Such a recognition

will not necessarily deter the consumerists or the pressure groups. It would

bring to their attention, however, that the net result of their efforts can

be a cost increase to the public. It is for this reason that I strongly

advocate a careful restraint in our language. Let us never say that a require-

ment will cost the insurance industry so many millions of dollars. Instead,

let us tell the full story that it will increase the cost of insurance for

the cons umer.

I have still another concern, when I listen to actuaries discussing the pric-

ing function in relation to risk classification. There are many decisions
to be made where there is more than one reasonable choice. Should broad

underwriting classes be used or narrow ones, high non-medical limits or low

limits? When is it appropriate to order an EKG or an X-Ray? Should we

issue without an attending physician's statement? Should we order an inspec-

tion report? I would be the last man to say there is only one right set of

answers and that all other answers are wrong.

What bothers me, though, is to hear the pros and cons of various risk clas-

sification proposals. Is it right to charge equal premiums for males and

females or should the rating structure provide for different rates? Maybe

it would be equitable for the company to do it one way but that might be

inequitable for the policyholder. When I hear this said, I try to find out

what the speaker means by equity. I do not understand how equity can be a

function of which end of the barrel you are looking down. It bothers me to

think that you can set an equitable price that I have to pay but the price

is inequitable to me. I submit that equity is not so contradictory.
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I do not claim that equity is unique. Many cOnsiderations have more than

One equitable resolution. But what is clearly inequitable for one party

must also be inequitable to the other. At the same time, I do not claim to

h_ve an iron-clad definitiOn of equity. However, I do suggest that equity

be considered as the avoidance of an opportunity for anti-selectiOn. Any

opportunity for members of a minority group to exercise a discriminatory

and selfish selection, at the expense of the majority, in the setting of

contract termS, constitutes an inequity.

I have one last point to bring out this afternoOn. This last point is a

reflection of my own interpretation of the actuarial aspects of risk classi-

fication. Let us go back in history a little less than two years.

Late in 1976 the American Academy of Actuaries established a Task Force

charged with considering the unisex situation. The Task Force was to report

back to the Board of Governors what posture the Academy should take with

regard to this question. In the course of its deliberations, the Task Force

expanded its charge to include restrictions on classifications spreading to

all classes: race, sex, physically handicapped, age, geographic locations

etc. Last summmr the Task Force filed its report and that report contains

four recommendations. I think it is significant that the first recommenda-

tion was to communicate to the Academy members the existing situation.

I attended an Actuarial meeting in New York last fall where one session was

devoted to consideration of the report of that Task Force. Much to my dis-

appointment, the four recommendations, included in the report of the Task

Force, were ignored in the discussion. The nature of many of the comments

that were made is a perfect illustration of the lack of comprehension on the

part of the general membership of the Society of Actuaries and of the Academy

of the importance and the magnitude of the problem that faces us.

The average actuary does not appreciate that there exists in this country

today a galloping theory of entitlement. This theory says, "I need some-

thing and, therefore, I am entitled to it. Since I am entitled to it, you

are obligated to give it to me." This theory is espoused by members of

groups exerting pressure on the legislative and regulatory bodies. These

groups comprise people with a com_non characteristic which may be a genetic

or an hereditary impairment, a physical disability, or a mental or an emotion-

al disturbance. It may be the characteristic of marital status, of sex, or

of sexual preference. It may be a hazardous avocation or a non-conformist

life style. Most individual groups are small. But the onslaught of addi-

tional groups is overwhelming. For the industry to face up to individual

pressures, as they approach us from individual states, would be attempting

to sweep back the tide with a broom. Carried to the extreme, the pressure

of these groups, operating against risk classification procedures will result

in the breakdown of the economic security of the insurance product. We will

have a substitution of equality in place of equity. As an aftermath of this,

there will be a demand to remove private administration from the insurance

function. This will be the end of insurance as we know it today.

The existence of this threat is not recognized by enough of those who should

be most expert in appreciating its consequences, namely, those who are respon-

sible for the pricing and the financial security of the product. It is for

this reason I heartily endorse recommendation number one of the American

Academy of Actuaries Task Force and that is for the Academy to communicate

to its membership the level and areas of restriction of classification already

prevailing and that the principles of classification and insurance are being

challenged.
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Here I have stated six of my pet peeves. I have given my views after criti-

cizing what I find to be the conmlon expression. To a great extent, I consider

mine to be a voice crying in the wilderness to bring to the attention of

others something that should be obvious but is too often overlooked. In

closing, let me identify my pet peeves once more.

i. Donlt say, "Look at what they are doing to us."

2. Do say that life insurance underwriting is necessary to avoid the
financial chaos that wou_d result from unrestricted anti-selection.

3. Don't say, "You are destroying our industry."

4. Do say that expensive restrictions will increase the cost of
insurance for the consumer.

5. Don't say that equity is a one-way street.

6. Do keep alert to the limitations that are being imposed on the

risk classification process. Discrimination is not a dirty

word. Whether you like it or not, we are in the business of

discrimination. Without it, there would be no life insurance

business and that would deprive the citizen of his right to

elect his own insurance program to meet his individual needs.

MR. RANDALL: I will begin by reporting briefly on a three-day "Consultation

on Discrimination Against Minorities and Women in Pensions and Health, Life,

and Disability Insurance" which was held by the United States Civil Rights

Commission April 24-26 in Washington, D. C. The purpose was to provide back-

ground to the Commission for a more intensive study and report the Co_ission

plans to make on this subject. There were nine papers presented and six or

seven of them dealt largely with the same questions actuaries and the insur-

ance industry are now discussing as "Risk Classification." I presented a

paper on "Risk Classification and Actuarial Tables" which attempted to describe

in layman's language the underwriting and rate-setting processes as dynamic

processes aimed at maintaining individual equities. Each paper was discussed

by three reviewers and then the presentor and the discussants were questioned

by the five Commissioners and the Staff Director. Most of the participants

were from government agencies_ universities and research foundations, and

consumer groups. The opening paper was presented by Dr. Herbert Denenberg,

former Insurance Commissioner of Pennsylvania, and the final paper, titled

"The Response of the Insurance Industry", by Richard Minck, Chief Actuary of

the American Council of Life Insurance. Two other actuaries participated,

Presidents-Elect of the Society of Actuaries and the American Academy of

Actuaries, Paul Barnhart and Dale Gustafson. The discussion dealt largely

with sex discrimination.

Of course, the key point I would like to make here was the great contrast

in attitude between that consultation and the Academy Risk Classification

Report. The prevailing attitude there was that extensive unfair discrimina-

tion exists and that government action is needed to correct it. The Risk

Classification attitude is that extensive unwise governmental intervention

exists, or is threatened, and that industry and professional action is needed

to prevent and arrest it, and there is little or nothing wrong with the risk

classification process.
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Where does the truth lie? The rest of my discussion attempts not to answer

this question definitively, but to throw some added light on certain aspects.

First, I will present my specific criticisms of the Risk Classification

Report. My strongest criticism had to do with the paragraphs on race,

especially those on page 17 and 18. The report states "the proportion of

our total population that is non-white is so small (10%) that the impact

has been minimal." According to the U. S. census reports, the proportion

is 13%. The report says further that "Companies with predominately white

markets have tended to avoid non-white markets." My company, The Equitable

Life, is vigorously pursuing the non-white market, and so are many other

major companies. Actually, I do not know any that are not, though there may

be some. Finally, the report says that companies with traditiormlly black

markets have been restricted to such markets as a consequence of the legis-

lation prohibiting racial discrimination. The clear implication is that such

companies want to introduce racial distinctions into their rate structure.

When I asked Barbara Lautzenheiser where she got this information, she said

an executive of a black-owned insurance company had mad_ such a statement

to her at some governmental hearing; however, she did not remember his name.

I have written to the presidents of three leading black insurers, Bill Kennedy

of North Carolina Mutual, Jesse Hill of Atlanta Life, and Ivan Houston of

Golden State Mutual, and all three strongly support my views. I have asked

that the Academy issue an amending statement. After several negative responses,

it appears now that something may be done. The last letter I have from

President-Elect Dale Gustafson says in part:

"I am impressed that if you, Jesse Hill, Bill Kennedy and

Ivan Houston are all in agreement that the Academy statement

on risk classification is seriously in error, then it must be

seriously in error.

"I know it must be frustrating to you. So far, all you have

been getting is arguments from me and conversation from others.

You will see more concrete steps in the irmmediate future."

There is a broader comment which can be stated in several ways. In my

paper to the U. S. Civil Rights Commission, I attempted to do this by answer-

ing these questions:

I. Has the life insurance industry's pricing system produced fair

and equitable results? Can it continue to do so?

Yes. Though there have been past inequities, the system as it

has evolved has removed most of those practices and has the

flexibility to maintain and improve equity for the future.

2. More specifically, are pricing differences based on sex fair

and equitable?

Yes, because there are substantial and statistically valid dif-

ferences in mortality and morbidity rates and the best evidence

to date is that such differences reflect inherent biological

factors which can only be recognized thru explicit pricing by sex.

3. To what extent are oversight and regulation by and for the public
desirable?
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The aim should be informed, restrained, and responsible govern-

ment oversight, leaving with the insurance industry the maximum

flexibility feasible in the risk classification process. The

general principle of fair and equitable treatment for all should

be public policy. On the other hand, specific directives or

restrictions by government should be limited to demonstrably

unfair practices which are not being corrected by the industry.

Some past practices may be viewed as inequities by some and sound business

practices by others. With respect to race, some of the practices included:

I. Lower commission rates were paid on policies issued to blacks.

The Equitable for a while paid 5% instead of 50% while, accord-

ing to the history by Marquis James, the Metropolitan paid no
commissions.

2. Some companies, including the Prudential and Northwestern

Mutual, refused for a period of years to issue policies to

blacks.

3. For industrial life insurance, 2/3 of the benefit payable to

whites was paid to blacks, or alternatively, all blacks were

automatically classified substandard. In 1935, the New York

Insurance Law prohibiting racial distinctions in rates was

amended to prohibit distinctions in commissions to agents.

Yet some companies continued for quite a few years practices

which clearly seamed in violation.

4. Metropolitan and Prudential in more recent years have dis-
continued sale of industrial and have removed racial dis-

tinctions on existing policies by retroactively "equalizing"

the benefits payable. However, according to a statement made

by Deputy Cormnissioner Eleanor Lewis of New Jersey at the

U. S. Civil Rights Cormnission hearing, industrial insurance

as now sold represents a rip-off of lower-income workers.

With respect to sex, the New York Insurance Department in 1974-75 conducted

hearings examining the propriety of underwriting and marketing distinctions

based on sex. As a result, the Department issued Regulation 75 prohibiting

such distinctions. Later on the Department conducted a study on cost dif-

ferentials by sex for disability income insurance and amended Regulation 62

to permit rate differentials by sex only within limits based on the study.

The report of the hearing stated:

"The hearing record clearly demonstrates that insurance companies

have engaged in underwriting practices that make numerous distinc-

tions based on the sex of the applicant or policyholder. Examples

of the more co_mnon distinctions that were found to exist are as follows:

-- offering insurance policies with waiting period to females

while at the same time offering policies to males that

either contain shorter waiting periods or no waiting period;

-- offering males higher benefit levels than are offered

to females;
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-- offering policies to males with a definition of

disability that is more favorable than the disability

definition set forth in the policies that are offered

to females;

-- offering coverage to males in certain occupations while

denying coverage or offering more limited coverage to

females in the same occupation categories;

-- offering coverage to males gainfully employed at home

while denying or offering reduced coverage to females

similarly employed;

-- affording males a more favorable issue age than is

offered to female applicants;

-- requiring female applicants to submit to a medical

examination while not requiring males to submit to

such an examination;

-- denying females many of the insurance options that

are available to males; and

-- denying females waiver of premium provisions that are

available to males or offering such provisions to females

only for policy limits that are lower than available to

males.

More often than not, such underwriting distinctions emanate from

unjustified subjective views of the role of women in our society."

I also have a brief comment to make with respect to the validity of mor-

tality differentials by race and sex. There seem to be generally held

opinions that the differentials by race which have been observed are largely

attributable to socio-economic factors, while the sex differentials are

largely attributable to biological factors. What evidence supports these

views? I would like to report here some results obtained by one of my

Equitable actuarial associates, Irwin Vanderhoof, in connection with other

work he and Aaron Tenenbein are doing on theories of mortality. Research

done by Strehler and Mildvan* in the early 1960's indicates that Gompertz'

law can be derived by considering mortality as the result of a combination

of risks in the environment and gradual loss of vitality during life and

further that Gompertz' law fits almost all demographic data for all countries

between the age of 35 and 80. Their theory shows further that one Gompertz

constant depends largely on environmental factors while the other depends

largely on inherent aging factors. Vanderhoof has fitted Gompertz's law

to the four sections of the 1969-71 U. S. Life Tables, white males, non-

white males, white females, non-white females. His results show that the

racial tables differ largely in the environmental constant while the sex

tables differ largely in the aging constant.

MR. TIMPE: The Privacy Study will probably result in regulations for the

insurance industry which will cause some administrative difficulty and may

*General Theory of Mortality and Aging. Strehler and Mildvan

Vol. 132, Science Magazine, 1960.
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even result in a reduction of the underwriting information which is gathered.

This could result in less precise classification of risks, with only a par-

tial tradeoff of reduced underwriting cost. However, we will learn to live

with the additional privacy regulations. I expect the regulations will be

reasonable and they will not result in alteration of the basic underwriting

principles. My overview of the privacy matter is not intended to discount

the vigor which must be shown by the industry in working on these matters.

We must depend on some individuals, companies and associations working dili-

gently for the best mutual results of the purchaser of insurance and the

insurance companies. Also, we need to recognize that the time to solve the

problems will be lengthy and debates will be heated.

Our greatest concern would seem to be the possibility of the various states

adopting dissimilar, inconsistent or conflicting privacy regulations. Addi-

tionally, we must be concerned about progressing to any type of privacy situ-

ation whereby the insurance industry's ability to gather medical history

information or current medical findings is limited. For example, it would

be very dangerous if we are progressing toward a situation where we can

seek attending physician information only with respect to admitted medical

history and the potential insured can protect other information.

The limitations being considered on the risk classification process should

be of much greater concern to the industry than the privacy matters. Basic

principles of the risk classification process could be altered and these

are vital to the operation of a private insurance system. The limitations

on the risk classifications process are developed at the state level where

the environment for passing regulations is often characterized by the

following:

i. Election of officials to office as "activists" or as

champions of causes,

2. Effective special interest influences,

3. Inability to study thoroughly and understand consequences

of regulation and legislation,

4. Desires for consumer freedom and protection with the result-

ing burdens placed on the business cormnunity.

Some of the impetus to regulate risk classification and other areas of the

insurance industry could be alleviated if there were better understanding

of how the insurance industry operates. Legislators and regulators should

be made more aware of the competitive nature of our business. Companies

strive to insure as many lives as possible and there is pressure for low

cost insurance to the standard risk. There is also pressure to favorably

classify substandard risks so the field force can place the business and

not be undersold by another company with a lower substandard rating.

Additionally, it must be recognized that the underwriting process requires

judgement. There are combinations of impairments, new types of impairments

and rare impairments that the professional underwriter and medical doctor

must underwrite and classify based upon their expectations of mortality

results because suitable statistics are not available. We should be encouraged

to insure risks on which statistical information is not available, recogniz-

ing that the competitive nature of the business will result in a broad accept-
ance of risks and a reasonable classification of risks.
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TO the extent that legislators and regulators desire evidence of suitable

risk classification, we should conduct mortality and morbidity studies on

a broad range of impaired lives. These mortality studies need not be re-

fined to the extent desirable for underwriting and product pricing nor be

on insured lives, but merely must be evidence of the general level of mor-

tality experienced by impaired lives. If such mortality and morbidity in-
formation were available at the time limitations on risk classif_ ations

were being considered, it would obviate the need for legislation and regu-

lation and ease the burdens on the risk classification process.

Thus, we can stress the competitive nature of the insurance business, we can

inform others that risk classification involves an appraisal of facts and

then a judgement; and we can perform mortality add morbidity studies on im-

paired lives in an effort to protect basic principles of the risk classifi-

cation process.

MR. DANIEL F. CASE: It seems to be important, in our dealings with regula-

tors and the public, to be able to produce data. _e are less likely to have

imposed on us an out-and-out prohibition of adverse underwriting action on

the basis of a specified type of impairment if we can show some data indica-

ting that that impairment is associated with substandard mortality. I think

that the National Association of Insurance Commissioners project on discrim-

ination against the blind is reaching a reasonable result at least in part

because of data on blind insured lives that were furnished by two individual

companies. I would like to urge that any companies that have data on particu-

lar impairments share them with the trade associations. Of course, we are

interested in data which show no extra mortality as well as in data which
do show it.


